INCIDENT ALERT
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AGGREGATE DREDGER
ACCESS & EGRESS & WORKING AT HEIGHT
N/A
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High Potential
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01543

TITLE

Fatal 6 - Working at height - high potential near hit
COUNTRY OF ORIGIN
ACCIDENT / INCIDENT DETAILS
Description of incident
A contractor was working on the dredging equipment of a UK marine aggregate dredger during a routine dry dock. This work was mainly
self-contained but some assistance with lifting equipment on/off the ship was required.
The work in question required several days to complete and all necessary Permit to Work authorisations were issued. On the day of the
incident, the work commenced under the same PtW following revalidation in the morning. The work site had been checked and a tool
box talk and RA had been conducted for the scope of work for that day.
The Contractor was only wearing a single tail work restraint lanyard (the RA had identified that two lanyards were required for the task).
During the work activity the contractor was observed moving off the safety walkway onto the intermediate gantry without using the
specified twin lanyards and without clipping his single lanyard to a securing point, thus exposing himself to a potential 10 metre fall
(image ‘a’). Once reaching the intermediate gantry, the single lanyard was then incorrectly attached to a vertical wire and not to a fixed
point. In the event of a potential fall from this point, the lanyard would have slid down the length of the wire rather than arresting the fall
(image ‘b’).
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LEARNING POINTS / ACTIONS TAKEN
Lessons learnt / Recommendations/ Action taken
Vessels should discuss this Safety Alert note at their next Safety Briefing held on-board and ask the question could this incident
happen on my watch?
Vessels should review all activities involving Working at Height and ensure the risk assessments are suitable and sufficient for the
activity.
Masters should include this Safety Alert in their Handover notes to ensure this information is passed onto their opposite watch.
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